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21 Marzo I966

Dear Dr.Sabin,
Thank you for your prompt answer to ou~ son Andrea.

You might likevto know also from us that the television program Andrea was
referring to has been a great success not only in our opinion,but according
to many fraends and colleagues with whom we spoke of it.

First of all,allow me to'tell you how much we enjoyed the contrast between
the hyperserious intervi~wer and your calm,warm and easy way of answering.Secon
dly,your approach to religion and the way you talked about this delicate prn-
blem with tranquillity and happiness like everything else was great.I am sure
your referring to religiosity and devotion to a cosmic divinity,in line with
Einstein's thoughts,-a God who is above the minute affairs of every day life
of humans - has fortified in many of us concepts and words for which we feel
grateful to you.We belong in fact to those people who strongly reject the la-
bel"atheist"being those who do not go to church but feel moved by the conti-
nuoRS evolution o~oNature,where nothing is casual and static,but dynamically
evolving according constant and harmonious laws (As a paediatrician and a child
psychiatrist,I am personally interested in the dynamics of development,as you
may know).

Not only the children,therefore,but also the parents were pleased with the
program.

Thinking back to it now,I have a question in mind:is ~ Psychiatry in your
mind a kind of transitional discipline,which one day should and will be moving
into general Medicine and Paediatrics(as we think),and is this perhaps the rea-
son you did not include it tkI among the fields of great need for research wi-
thin the near future?Where do you see it among the other fields of research?
I assume you will probably agree with us,in fact,that as long as things are
as they are ,mental suffering in its various forms - psychosomatic,withdra~~
and delinquent behaviour,and the various (mostly psychotic)difficulties whioh
impair development and cause malfunction ~ have to be diagnosed and prevented
with all our capacities,and possibly treated.

~ personal feeling in my University emperience is also that teaching
psychiatric insight to students and young doctors improves their disposition
and behaviour towards patients and people in general,which is one waY of get-
ting towards an improvement of ••••International Affairs!

When do you come back to Rome?We should like to have you visiting our
Paediatric Dept.when you do,and perhaps talk to the8doctors and trainee.

All good wishes to you and your family from all of us.
Yours sincerely

~~
Prof.~enata Gaddini


